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Understanding How to Be Led By the Holy Spirit (Part 3)

Only those who are led by the Spirit of God can manifest their sonship (Proverbs
14 vs. 12; Proverbs 16 vs. 25). Being led by the Spirit of God automatically
commands God's backing.
It is the sweet fellowship of the Holy Spirit that engenders a triumphant
Christian life through access to divine secrets (Galatians 5 vs. 25). While it is true
that the Holy Spirit still guides today, it is, however, dependent on the believer
being on the right frequency to gain signals as released by the Holy Spirit from
time to time. The guidance of the Holy Spirit is forever real.
How to Be Led By the Spirit through Divine Encounters
No man can access divine secrets beyond his level of spirituality because, if we
live by the spirit, we will walk in the spirit (Revelation 1 vs. 10; Revelation 4 vs.
1). One has to be and remain spiritual to consistently have access to divine plans
(Exodus 3 vs. 1 - 5; Acts 9 vs. 3; 2 Timothy 3 vs. 15; John 1 vs. 1; 1 John 2 vs. 14;
Lamentation 3 vs. 27; 2 Peter 3 vs. 9).
Every encounter the believer access today is what becomes vital asset for
tomorrow’s living. The primary channel of divine encounter is via the Word of
God, which is intrinsically loaded with spiritual virtues (Psalm 119 vs. 105; 1
Samuel 3 vs. 21; 1 Timothy 4 vs. 8).
Every plan of God for the believer is stored in the word. The more word-loaded
we are, the more encounters we are allowed to experience.
It is also important that believers should not just crave to be led, but to desire
the constant leading of the Holy Spirit so as to emerge an entity of envy
(Deuteronomy 8 vs. 18; Proverbs 10 vs. 22; Proverbs 22 vs. 29). Nothing defines
a person's future like being diligent in his or her affairs.
Everything you gather today is an asset waiting to manifest into your future.

